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A composite magnetically hard/soft/hard trilayer ribbon with micrometric thickness has been
prepared by combined melt-spinning and electroplating techniques. Its main peculiarities relate to
the existence of a magnetic coupling between hard and soft magnetic phases resulting in bias
magnetic field acting on the soft layer. A systematic study of the low-field hysteresis loops has been
performed after premagnetizing under a direct current saturating field as a function of the
geometrical dimensions of both types of layers. The analysis of the observed bias effect has allowed
us to conclude the magnetostatic origin of the tailorable coupling. The present investigation in
microscale system points out to the potential technological applications that in a further step can be
developed in nanomagnetic systems. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2713363�

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic bias is a powerful tool for obtaining unique
properties of multicomponent magnetic systems currently
used in various applications. For example, multilayered pla-
nar structures can exhibit attractive phenomena related to the
exchange coupling at ferro/antiferromagnetic interfaces, or
“exchange bias,” which are used in spin-valve devices for
reading heads, in magnetic sensors and biosensors, or in
magnetic random access memories.1 Exchange bias in par-
tially surface crystallized amorphous wires or ribbons can be
used in security tags2 or giant magnetoimpedance valves.3

In multilayered or nanogranular systems three main
types of magnetic interactions can be recognized: �a� ex-
change coupling between touching �ferro/antiferro or ferro/
ferromagnetic� phases, �b� indirect Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-
Yosida �RKKY�-like coupling through an interfacial
nonmagnetic metallic layer, and �c� long-range dipolar cou-
pling. The main feature of magnetic bias is the unidirectional
character of anisotropy that results in a shift of hysteresis
loop away from the zero-field axis.4 The orientation of this
shift, labeled as bias field, Hb, can be either parallel or anti-
parallel to the “frozen-in” spin direction of the pinning phase
�antiferromagnetic or hard ferromagnetic-like, respectively�
depending on whether the bias coupling is ferro- or antifer-
romagnetic in nature.

Dipolar magnetic bias has been recently suggested to
interpret the giant magnetoimpedance behavior of certain
amorphous microwires.5 A currently employed processing
method to achieve biasing effect, field annealing in air used
for CoFeSiB ribbons,2,3 is nevertheless applicable only to a
narrow range of chemical compositions and is not fully re-
producible. In addition, intragranular magnetostatic coupling

has been considered to understand the enhanced hard mag-
netic behavior of soft/hard composite permanent magnets.6

Combined melt-spinning and electrodeposition tech-
niques have been used for the preparation of multilayered
systems with controlled parameters.7 A particular type of
trilayered system has been recently proposed as a sensing
element for temperature sensing making use of the different
expansion coefficients of nucleus and outer layers.8

The objective of this work has been the study of the
magnetic bias phenomenon in a magnetically hard/soft/hard
micrometric multilayer composed of an ultrasoft magnetic
Co-rich amorphous ribbon covered on both sides by mag-
netically harder layers of electroplated CoNi alloy. A particu-
lar motivation of the work has been to find an alternative
way of biasing soft magnetic amorphous ribbons which can
be of further interest in nanosystems.

II. SAMPLES PREPARATION

A precursor amorphous ribbon with nominal composi-
tion Co67Fe4Cr7Si8B14, 1.0 mm wide and 20 �m thick, was
prepared by planar flow casting. This alloy composition was
selected because of its vanishing magnetostriction constant,
of the order of 1�10−7, resulting in an ultrasoft magnetic
character where the influence of magnetoelastic interactions
is reduced. Pieces of amorphous samples with length, Ls,
between 3.5 and 7.0 cm were cut from the as-quenched rib-
bon.

To obtain the aimed trilayer structure, two magnetically
harder CoNi layers have been electroplated on both sides of
the melt-spun soft amorphous ribbon. The electroplating was
done using an aqueous solution of NiSO4·6H2O �150 g/l�,
CoSO4·7H2O �150 g/l�, H3BO3 �45 g/l�, CoCl2 ·7H2O �22.5
g/l�, and NiCl2 ·7H2O �22.5 g/l�, and it was carried out in a
constant current density regime at 40 °C, using a special cell
which details can be found elsewhere.7 The ribbon wasa�Electronic mail: mvazquez@icmm.csic.es
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placed in the center of the cell, previously positioned in the
vertical orientation. A current density of 12 mA/cm2 was
used in the present experiments for which the composition of
the plated alloy was Co83Ni17, as deduced by glow discharge
optical emission spectroscopy technique.9 X-ray diffraction
analysis unveils its hexagonal-closed-packed crystalline
structure. The composition is nearly nondependent on the
deposition time, which was varied from 1 to 60 min. A nearly
linear increase of the thickness of the electroplated layer with
deposition time is obtained as determined by optical micros-
copy. The thickness, tCoNi, of the investigated hard layers
ranged between 0.4 and 24 �m, with a growth rate of around
0.4 �m/min. The length of electroplated CoNi layers, lCoNi,
ranged between 1.5 and 5.5 cm, and the lateral thickness of
hard layer is reduced to about 1 �m. A schematic view of the
multilayer is shown in Fig. 1 where the central layer �in
white� represents the amorphous nucleus and the external
layers �in gray� denote the external CoNi outer layers.

III. MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS

The hysteresis loops of the trilayer system were mea-
sured by a personal computer controlled quasistatic loop
tracer with a pick-up coil 8 mm long. The high-field hyster-
esis loops are plotted in Fig. 2�a� for selected samples with
different thickness of the hard layers. Each hysteresis loop
can be decomposed into two parts: �i� A narrow low-field
magnetization process, which can be ascribed to the magne-
tization reversal of the soft magnetic phase of the precursor
amorphous ribbon and �ii� a wider one which is due to the
reversal at the hard magnetic electroplated CoNi layers.
While the amorphous component is practically saturated at
low magnetic field �less than 100 A/m�, the full saturation of
the CoNi layer cannot be reached even at the highest field
available in our equipment �60 kA/m�.

In order to deeper analyze the magnetic characteristics of
the CoNi electroplated hard phase, an appropriate step func-
tion �at H=0� has been subtracted from the loops shown in
Fig. 2�a� resulting in the hysteresis loops observed in Fig.
2�b�. The magnetic moment per unit length, m/l, measured at
H=60 kA/m and close to the saturation value �not shown
here�, increases quasilinearly with the deposition thickness
which confirms the linear increase of the CoNi thickness
with time of electroplating.9 Concerning the magnetic hard-
ness of the electroplated layers, its coercivity increases mo-
notonously with the deposition time up to approach a satu-
ration value of around 10 kA/m.

The low-field hysteresis loops are plotted in Fig. 3 after
saturating in a strong positive magnetic field �+40 kA/m�.
These hysteresis loops can be taken as corresponding exclu-
sively to the soft magnetic amorphous phase since in this
low-field region the magnetization of hard magnetic CoNi
layers is practically constant around its remanence state.

The remarkable intrinsic ultrasoft magnetic character of
the amorphous ribbon should be first mentioned, with intrin-
sic coercivity takes values of the order of 1 A/m. Neverthe-
less, the most noticeable feature is the observed shift of the
loops along the horizontal axis which increases with the
thickness of the hard layers, and actually reflects the exis-
tence of a bias field, Hb. In addition, the orientation of that
bias field depends on the magnetic state of the hard magnetic
layers as is confirmed when a strong negative saturation field
�−40 kA/m� is applied before the measurement: as observed
in the inset of Fig. 3, the asymmetry of the hysteresis loop is
now reversed.

In order to obtain detailed information on the magnetic
interaction between soft and hard layers further experiments
have been performed with different geometrical dimensions
of the layers. Figure 4�a� shows the loops of the soft layer
with different length, Ls, ranging between 3.5 and 7.0 cm,
after premagnetizing at a saturating positive field
�+40 kA/m�. The length, lCoNi, and thickness, tCoNi, of hard
layers are kept constant at 1.75 cm and 12 �m, respectively.
As can be observed, the hysteresis loops are characterized by
two-step regions with different susceptibility. The suscepti-
bility in the lower-field region, �1, decreases when the length
of the soft layer is reduced, which seemingly is a conse-

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the multilayer: the soft CoFeCrSiB amorphous
nucleus �white� is covered by the hard CoNi layer �gray�.

FIG. 2. High-field hysteresis loops of soft/hard bi-phase microlayer for dif-
ferent thickness of the electroplated hard CoNi layer: 6 �m ���, 12 �m
���, and 24 �m ��� �a�; and loops corresponding to the CoNi hard layers
�b� �Ls=7 cm, lCoNi=5.5 cm�.

FIG. 3. Low-field hysteresis loops of the soft CoFeCrSiB inner layer after
premagnetizing in a saturating field of +40 kA/m for a range of different
thicknesses of the outer CoNi hard layer: 0.4 �m ���,6 �m ���,12 �m ���,
and 24 �m ��� �Ls=7 cm,lCoNi=5.5 cm�. The inset shows the loops after
saturation in +40 kA/m ��� and −40 kA/m ��� for a hard layer 24 �m
thick.
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quence of the corresponding increase of its demagnetizing
field. In turn, the susceptibility in the higher-field region, �2,
remains practically constant.

Figure 4�b� shows the loops as a function of the length
of the hard layer, lCoNi, for constant values of the soft layer
length, Ls=7 cm, and the thickness of the hard layers, tCoNi

=12 �m. Now, the lower-field susceptibility, �1, is nearly
constant while the higher-field susceptibility, �2, decreases
with the length of the hard layer. In fact, the two susceptibil-
ity regions are only detected when the length of hard layer is
short enough.

IV. ABOUT THE ORIGIN OF THE MAGNETIC
COUPLING

The hysteresis loops are shifted along the same direction
as that of the previously applied saturating field which indi-
cates the existence of a coupling with similar characteristic
to that of an antiferromagnetic-like coupling. This type of
interaction can be expected in principle for a short range
ferro/antiferromagnetic exchange coupling at the hard/soft
magnetic interface as well as for a long-range magnetostatic
coupling of the soft magnetic phase with the stray fields of
magnetic charges on the hard magnetic layers.

It is well known that the exchange bias in ferro/
antiferromagnetic �AFM� bilayers only extends a limited dis-
tance and that it does not depend on the AFM layer for thick-
ness above some critical value �few nanometers�.10

Consequently, the origin of the observed bias field can be
easily confirmed from an analysis of the dependence of Hb

on the thickness of the hard magnetic layer. Figure 5 sum-
marizes the dependence of the bias field on the thickness of
hard layers and on the length of the soft layer. As observed,
the bias field is nearly proportional to the thickness of the
hard magnetic layer which indicates that magnetostatic cou-
pling is actually responsible for the magnetic bias. Moreover,
the bias field decreases with the length of the soft layer that
suggests that its intrinsic demagnetizing field also plays a
noticeable role.

The nearly saturating premagnetizing field, Hsat, creates
net magnetic charges at the ends of the external CoNi layers.
These uncompensated charges remain active during the
whole low-field magnetization/remagnetization process of

the ultrasoft central layer, when the applied field does not
modify significantly the domain structure of the hard phase.

Such uncompensated charges originate a magnetostatic
field in the soft amorphous layer which is antiparallel to
magnetization in the hard layers. We propose that the ob-
served bias field, Hb, corresponds to that magnetostatic field.
Moreover, its strength, related to the net magnetic charges at
the ends of the hard layers, is confirmed to be proportional to
their thickness as derived in Fig. 5.

Based on the results shown in Fig. 4, the remagnetiza-
tion process of the ultrasoft layer can be schematically fol-
lowed in Fig. 6. The arrows denote the magnetization direc-
tion in the soft �white� and hard �gray� layers. Zones 1 and 4
of the hysteresis loop correspond to the magnetically satu-
rated states of the soft phase, while in zones 2 and 3 the
effective magnetization partially rotates from the axial orien-
tation. The biphase system is first submitted to a positive
saturating applied field. Then, the applied field is moved to a
slightly negative value �zone 1�. There, the ultrasoft layer
saturates at very low-field in the negative orientation under
the additional action of the magnetostatic field of the hard
layer.

Two spatial regions are proposed within the soft layer
determined by the strength of that magnetostatic field re-
sponsible for the different susceptibility in zones 2 and 3.
The external region exhibits larger susceptibility due to the
reduced effect from the stray field of the hard layers, and is
mainly responsible for susceptibility, �1, in zone 2 of the

FIG. 4. Low-field hysteresis loops of the soft CoFeCrSiB inner layer after
premagnetizing in a saturating field of +40 kA/m for a range of different
length of the soft layer, Ls: 7 cm ���, 5.12 cm ���, 3.93 cm ���, and 3.52
cm ��� �lCoNi=1.75 cm, tCoNi=12 �m� �a�, and of the hard layer, lCoNi: 4.5
cm ���, 3.4 cm ���, 2.65 cm ���, and 1.75 cm ��� �Ls=7 cm,tCoNi

=12 �m� �b�.

FIG. 5. The bias field, Hb, of the soft phase as a function of the thickness of
the hard magnetic layers, tCoNi, �Ls=7 cm,lCoNi=5.5 cm� ���, and of the
length of the soft layer, Ls, �tCoNi=12 �m,lCoNi=1.75 cm� ���.

FIG. 6. Schematic view of the remagnetization process of the soft layer
through four stages, under the magnetostatic interaction between the two
magnetic phases. The arrows denote the magnetization of the soft �white�
and hard �gray� layers corresponding to nonsaturated stages 2 and 3.
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loop. When the length of the soft layer is reduced, its demag-
netizing factor increases and �1 decreases. For higher applied
field �zone 3 of the loop�, the external region is nearly satu-
rated and the central region of the soft layer mainly contrib-
utes to the observed susceptibility, �2. The two regions in the
soft layer with different susceptibility are only detected when
its length is significantly longer than that of the hard layer.
The existence of such two regions is a consequence of the
inhomogeneity of the magnetostatic field induced by the hard
layers.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A trilayer system with hard/soft/hard magnetic behavior
has been prepared by combined melt-spinning and elec-
trodeposition techniques. After premagnetizing to saturation,
the low-field hysteresis loop of the ultrasoft layer is magneti-
cally observed to be biased. From the study of the influence
of the dimensions of soft and hard layers, the
antiferromagnetic-like bias field has been confirmed to be
magnetostatic in nature. Its origin is ascribed to unbalanced
magnetic charges at the ends of the hard layer.

The reported technique to fabricate these multilayer sys-
tems can be used to tailor the magnetic permeability of a
material by selective electroplating of the hard layer. The
low-field magnetization curve presents a practically nonhys-
teretic character which suggests an additional interest of
these materials as sensing elements in sensor field devices.

Finally, nanoscaled miniaturization of these multilayer sys-
tems can open additional technological applications.
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